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We are always happy to add new names to our extensive mailing list 
and produce several catalogues a year (electronic or printed) as well as 
frequently offering items which might be of interest. We also regularly 
search for items to satisfy customers’ particular wants or assist generally 
in building their collections. Many of our customers are leading institu-
tions and collectors throughout the world, but many also are more modest 
bibliophiles who share our particular passions. All are equally valued 
and most are long-standing. You, like them, can purchase from us in 
complete confidence that you can rely on our experience and expertise. 
Please do share this catalogue. 

THINKING OF SELLING?

We are always keen to add to our stock, with a particular focus on English STC books (pre 1640), continental 
books printed up to the mid 1600s and medieval and renaissance manuscripts, in all languages and on all sub-
jects. However we are also purchasers of later items, especially collections. We are particularly eager to acquire 
fine, complete copies in contemporary bindings. If you are thinking of disposing, please get in touch to arrange 
an appointment. We are always pleased to consider offers and will give as much help and advice as we can if your 
books are not for us. This is always provided free of charge and with no obligation on your part. Naturally, our 
discretion is assured.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

For more information on any of the items listed within, please get in contact with us via phone or email, or 
visit our website to browse more of  our stock. Should you wish to view any items in person, we are happy to 
make appointments, or simply stop by our Fulham Road shop.
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1 ACOSTA, Emanuel [with] 
MAFFEI, Giovan Pietro

THE JESUIT VIEW OF JAPAN BETWEEN 1548 - 1564

Rerum a Societate Iesu in oriente gestarum.... 
Accessere de Iaponicis rebus epistolarum libri 
4, item recogniti, & in latinum ex hispanico 
sermone conuersi

Dillingen, Sebaldum Mayer, 1571.

£9,500

FIRST EDITION. 8vo. ff. (viii) 228 (iv). Roman 
letter. Historiated woodcut initials, ‘liber collegi 
moguntini socetatis Jesu’ (Mainz) in contempo-
rary hand on title and verso of penultimate leaf, 
crossed out, stamp of ‘Dom S. Aloys Jerseiens S. J’ 
(Jersey) on title, small C19th label of ‘Dom. Laval 
S.J.’ on pastedown partially covering contemp. 
bibl. note, small C19th stamp on fly with shelf 
no. pasted beneath, couple of early ms notes 
in Latin and German above. Title fractionally 
dusty, the odd marginal mark. A very good copy, 
crisp and clean, in contemporary blindstamped 
pigskin over boards, covers triple blind ruled to 
a panel design, panels with blind floral rolls, blind 
fleurons at center, spine with raised bands, blind 
tooled in compartments, later calf label gilt, upper 
joint cracked at head, a little worn and rubbed.

Rare first edition of the first attempt to write a detailed 
history of the Jesuit missions in the East, especially in 
Japan, and one of the most important and diverse compi-
lations of letters relating to the Jesuit mission in the Far 
East; prefaced by Acosta’s important “Commentarius”, 
the work includes some 39 letters dating from between 
1548-1564, most of which relate to Japan.

L1082

https://sokol.co.uk/acosta-emanuel-maffei-giovan-pietro/
https://sokol.co.uk/acosta-emanuel-maffei-giovan-pietro/


2 ACOSTA, José de

AN ENLIGHTENED DESCRIPTION OF SOUTH AMERICAN 
NATIVE SOCIETIES

De natura novi orbis … et de promulgatione 
Evangelii apud babaros.

Cologne, officina Birckmannica, 1596.

£2,750

8vo., pp. (16), 581, (3). Roman letter, little italic. 
Jesuit device on title; slightly yellowed, occasional 
oil mark in margins; tiny burn mark affecting 
one letter on p. 1 and 373; few unprinted words 
completed in contemporary manuscript and later 
pencil at bottom of pp. 126 and 274. A good 
copy, in an early seventeenth-century English 
brown calf, blind-tooled plain style, probably 
Cambridge, multiple ruled borders with saw 
tooth edge, double fillet, central undecorated 
frame with fleurons at corners; a bit scratched and 
worn; rebacked, spine part remounted, all edges 
red; pastedowns from an early Roman letter 
edition of the King James Bible (2nd Maccabees, 
III, 1-21 and III, 25-40; IV, 1-2).

Third unaugmented edition of these pioneering treatises 
on the geography, anthropology and evangelisation of 
South America, previously published in Salamanca in 
1588/ 1589 and 1595.

L1787

https://sokol.co.uk/acosta-jose-de/
https://sokol.co.uk/acosta-jose-de/


3 ALBERTI, Leandro

Descrittione di tutta Italia …… Aggiuntavi 
nuovamente la descrittione di tutte l’isole 
pertinenti ad essa Italia..

Venice, Ludovico Avanzi, 1561.

£4,850

4to, ff. (41), 503. Roman and Italic letter, printed 
side notes. Large woodcut device on title page, 
historiated initials. Light age yellowing, t-p a little 
bit dusty, faint marginal water stain to first few 
leaves, small paper flaw affecting a few letters on 
fol. 4. A fine, crisp copy in contemporary limp 
vellum with Anton Fugger’s arms, (1586), gilt 
stamped on front cover somewhat oxidised, yapp 
edges, remains of ties. 1840 ex-libris and later in-
scriptions to fly.

First issue of this new edition of the “Descrittione”, 
the most important early modern travel guide to Italy, 
containing extensive information on chorography, history, 
ethnography and artistic culture, published without part 
2 containing the “Descrittione di tutte le isole” and the 
added description of Venice. 

L2409

https://sokol.co.uk/alberti-leandro/
https://sokol.co.uk/alberti-leandro/


TRAVELS AND CARTOGRAPHY

4 ARTHUS, Gotthard

Historia Indiae Orientalis.

Cologne, Wilhelm Lutzenkirch, 1608.

£4,500

FIRST EDITION. 8vo. pp. (xviii) 616 [612], 
two fold-out plates. Roman letter, little Italic. 
Two fold-out plates with five engraved maps of 
the hemispheres (including the Americas and Ja-
pan), Southern Asia, Middle East and Persia, and a 
world portolan; decorated initials, head- and tail-
pieces. Age browning (poor quality paper), minor 
repair at lower gutter of t-p, scattered ink spots, 
some light waterstaining to lower outer corner 
of a few gatherings, one fold-out map mounted. 
A good copy in C19 antique-style mottled calf, 
edges sprinkled red, spine single gilt, gilt-lettered 
morocco label, silk bookmark.

A good copy of the FIRST EDITION of this collection 
of travel reports from Asia and Africa.

L2836b

https://sokol.co.uk/arthus-gotthard/
https://sokol.co.uk/arthus-gotthard/


THE EARLIEST AMERICANUM BY A NON-SPANISH AUTHOR

5 BENZONI, Girolamo

Novae novi orbis historiae.

[Geneva], E. Vignon, 1578.

£3,850

FIRST LATIN EDITION. 8vo. 2 parts in 1, sec-
ond with half-title, ff. (xxxii) 480 (xii), variant is-
sue without final H7 (emendatio) and H8 (blank). 
Roman letter, little Italic. Woodcut printer’s de-
vice to t-p, decorated initials and ornaments. Edg-
es of first two gatherings a bit softened, elsewhere 
somewhat dusty, slight age yellowing, very occa-
sional marginal spotting, small tear from lower 
blank margin of Q4 just touching signature, very 
faint water stain to foot of E-H in places. A good, 
clean copy in contemporary limp vellum, traces of 
ties, printed paper waste used as pastedown, title 
inked to spine, outer edge of upper cover chewed, 
occasional contemporary marginalia.

A good copy of the first Latin edition of this major Amer-
icanum—the first account of the New World based on 
the personal experience of a non-Spanish author.

L3191

https://sokol.co.uk/benzoni-girolamo/
https://sokol.co.uk/benzoni-girolamo/


6 BG. [Mazzella Scipione.] 

AMERICANUM BOUND FOR JAMES I 

Regum Neapolitanorum vitae et effigies. 

Augsburg, sumpt. Dominici Custodis. 
Coelo Raphael Custodis, 1605
[with]

£19,500

DE BRY, Theodor.

Indiae orientalis pars vndecima,

Frankfurt, typis Hieronymi Galleri, 1619

Folio. Two works in one. 1) C-T2 lacking first 
two quires [4 leaves, A-B2 title and prefatory 
material]. Roman letter. 31 full page engraved 
genealogical tables and portraits with typeset ex-
planations on verso, one tear with marginal loss, 
one affecting plate. 2) pp. 62 (ii); (ii) X engraved 
plates. [A-H4; a-c4] without last blank. Roman 
and Italic letter, first title with engraved portrait 
of Olivier van Noort with two natives at sides 
and with two map hemispheres, large grotesque 
head and tail pieces and initials, second part with 
separate t-p with grotesque woodcut ornaments, 
and 10 half page engraved plated with printed ex-
planations, tiny single worm trail in lower blank 
margin of last four ff. Light age yellowing. A fine 
copy in stunning contemporary English olive mo-
rocco, covers double gilt ruled to a panel design, 
outer panel with a dentelle border made of small 
gilt tools, and a second border two blind rules and 
gilt laurel scrolls, inner panel with corner pieces 
of gilt laurel branch fleurons, filled with semée of 
gilt stars, large arms of James I within grotesque 
border, crown at head, gilt stamped at centres, 
spine double gilt ruled in compartments, gilt fleu-
rons at centres with gilt star tools, edges gilt ruled, 
all edges gilt, upper joint repaired at foot, remains 
of blue silk ties, a.e.g.

The beautifully illustrated, rare and important eleventh 
vol of Theodor De Bry’s Small voyages containing three 
important travel accounts including the relation of Ves-
pucci’s third and fourth voyage to America, in a stun-
ning, finely preserved, contemporary morocco binding 
from the library of James I, very much in the style of 
Bateman. The first part contains all the plates from Ma-
zella’s history of the kings of Naples.

L2228

https://sokol.co.uk/bg-mazzella-scipione-with-de-bry-theodor/
https://sokol.co.uk/bg-mazzella-scipione-with-de-bry-theodor/


STRIKINGLY ILLUSTRATED

7  BOTERO, Giovanni

Le relationi universali…divise in sette parti.

Venice, appresso Alessandro Vecchi, 1617-18.

£32,500

4to, in 7 parts, each with separate t-p, date, 
pagination and register, pp. (xxxii) 208, 71 (i), 
(xx) 131 (i), 156 (viii), (xvi) 6, 64, (viii) 56, (viii) 
52, 22 (ii). Italic letter, little Roman. Circular 
woodcut portrait of Botero to t-ps, 4 fold-out 
engraved maps of the continents, 32 superb 
full-page woodcuts of exotic mirabilia to part 
5, decorated initials, head- and tailpieces. Very 
minor marginal spotting, couple of paper flaws, 
tiny marginal worm trail to t-p and another. A 
very good copy in contemporary Italian vellum, 
traces of ties, title inked to upper cover and spine, 
shelfmark to spine and fly.

Handsome, superbly illustrated copy of the enlarged 
edition in seven parts—the first illustrated with woodcuts 
of exotic wonders—of this most successful descriptive 
geography of the world.

K126

https://sokol.co.uk/botero-giovanni/
https://sokol.co.uk/botero-giovanni/


THE JESUIT STORY IN CANADA

8 BRESSANI, Francesco Giuseppe.

Breue relatione d’alcune missioni de’ PP. della Compagnia 
di Giesù nella Nuoua Francia del P. Francesco Gioseppe 
Bressani

Macerata, Per gli heredi d’Agostino Grisei, 1653.

£13,500

FIRST EDITION. 4to. pp. (iv), 8, ff. 9-10, pp. 
11-127, (i). π2, A4, xB2 B4, (-B1) C-Q4. Roman 
letter, with some Italic. Large woodcut printer’s 
device on title page, floriated woodcut initials, 
modern bookplate of J. A. Freilich on pastedown. 
Age yellowing, light browning and spotting in 
places. A very good copy entirely unsophisticated 
in contemporary vellum over thin boards.

Exceptionally rare and important first edition of this work 
by the Jesuit Bressiani giving the first general description 
in Italian of the Jesuit missions in Canada among the 
Huron and Iroquois tribes.

K20

https://sokol.co.uk/bressani-francesco-giuseppe/
https://sokol.co.uk/bressani-francesco-giuseppe/


THE FIRST ILLUSTRATED TRAVEL BOOK

9 BREYDENBACH, Bernard von

Le grant voyage de hierusalem.

Paris, for Francois Regnault, 1522.

£37,500

4to. ff. (iv) 66 + folding plate, 67-90 + folding 
plate, 91-210, last blank. Lettre bâtarde, two parts 
in one, first title in red and black with armorial 
initial, second with Regnault’s elephant device, 
white on black and figurative initials throughout. 
Two very large folding woodcuts, 30” by 9½” and 
32” by 9½” including margins (cuts amazingly 
uncropped), 42 further woodcuts mostly illustrat-
ing text, 3” by 3½” on average, largest 5” by 4½”, 
in very good clear impressions. Very slight age 
yellowing, light foxing at beginning, a few small 
ink splashes mostly at blank fore-edge; generally 
a good, clean, crisp, large copy in early C18 
English calf, spine (remounted) and borders gilt, 
worn at corners, marbled endpapers, all edges red. 
Armorial bookplates of Charles, Viscount Bruce 
of Ampthill 1712 on pastedown and verso of title 
page, and Boies Penrose on fly.

Rare and early edition of the first illustrated travel book, 
the earliest modern account of the Holy Land and one of 
the most remarkable popular picture books of its day.

L195

https://sokol.co.uk/breydenbach-bernard-von/
https://sokol.co.uk/breydenbach-bernard-von/




A VERY EARLY ACCOUNT OF THE OTTOMAN WORLD

10 BUSBECQ, Ogier Ghislain de.

Legationis turcicae Epistolae quatuor.

Frankfurt, apud A. Wechel (heirs of), C. de Marne 
and J. Aubry, 1595.

£1,500

8vo. pp. 360 (xxiv). Roman letter, little Italic. 
Woodcut printer’s device to t-p and last, decorated 
initials and ornaments. Blank margins somewhat 
wormed, intermittent faint water stain to upper 
outer corners, paper flaw to upper outer corner of 
F2 and outer lower of T4, outer and lower edges 
of last gathering softened and little frayed, couple 
of holes to outer blank margin of last two ll. A 
good clean copy in contemporary limp vellum, 
traces of ties, title and shelfmark inked to spine, 
lower edges of rear cover chewed. Latin verse 
in contemporary hand inked to fly, inscriptions 
‘Moyle Breton Univ. Coll. Oxon. 1768’, ‘Amasia 
natus est Strabo’ (late C17, a scholarly gloss), ‘one 
and thirtieth booke third shelf from the top of the 
South East Box’, ‘meo remigio rem gero’ (motto) 
and ‘R Leedes’ (c.1600) inked to t-p, occasional 
annotations in contemporary hands, casemark 
inked to outer and lower fore-edge.

Second edition of these remarkably important letters on 
Turkey, written in the 1550s, with the only surviving 
glossary of a long-extinct Germanic language.

L3181b

https://sokol.co.uk/busbecq-ogier-ghislain-de/
https://sokol.co.uk/busbecq-ogier-ghislain-de/


VERY RARE FIRST EDITION

11 CARTWRIGHT, John.

The Preachers travels: through the great countreyes of Syria, 
Mesopotamia, Armenia, Media, Hircania and Parthia. With 
the authors returne by the way of Persia, Susiana, Assiria, 
Chaldæa, and Arabia.

London, William Stansby for Thomas Thorppe, 1611.

£14,500

FIRST EDITION. 4to. pp. [vi], 107, [i] [lacks 
blank A4]. Roman letter. Title within typo-
graphical border, woodcut floriated initials and 
headpieces. Small restoration in upper blank 
margin of F3, small marginal inked symbol on 
t-p (contemp.). A very good, well margined copy, 
crisp and clean in modern calf antique.

Very rare first edition of John Cartwright’s fascinating 
description of his groundbreaking travels in the Near East 
and Arabia; he is the first Englishman to have been to 
and recorded all four keys sites of antiquity in the Near 
East: Babylon, Nineveh, Persopolis and Susa, and was 
the earliest English traveller certainly to have visited 
Armenia.

L1122

https://sokol.co.uk/cartwright-john/
https://sokol.co.uk/cartwright-john/


12 CASAS, Bartolomé de las

Istoria ò breuissima relatione della distruttione dell’ Indie 
Occidentali.

Venice, Marco Ginammi, 1630.

£3,950

4to. pp. [xvi] 150 (ii), in double column, Spanish 
text in Roman letter, Italian translation in Italic. 
Title with large woodcut printer’s device, large 
woodcut historiated initials and headpieces, 
woodcut and typographical tailpieces, the letters 
F and O stamped on each side of printer’s device 
on title with the date 1636 below, underlinings 
and annotation in red pencil. A bit browned in 
places, light intermittent spotting. A good copy 
in vellum over boards c1700, all edges yellow.

Second edition of the first Italian translation of Las 
Casas’ ‘Brevissima relation’ a fundamental text in the 
history of the Spanish conquest, and in establishing the 
rights of indigenous Indians.

L2357

https://sokol.co.uk/casas-bartolome-de-las/
https://sokol.co.uk/casas-bartolome-de-las/


SLAVERY AND THE SPANISH COLONIES

13 CASAS, Bartolomé de las

La libertà pretesa dal supplice schiavo indiano.

Venice, M. Ginammi, 1640

£2,250

4to. pp. 155 (iii), last blank. Roman letter, with 
Italic, double column. Woodcut printer’s device 
to t-p. Water stain to upper outer corner of first 
three gatherings, many lower edges untrimmed, 
maginal flaws to a few ll. at tail, worm trail to lower 
margin of A1-A3. A good, thick paper copy in 
contemporary vellum, title inked to spine, couple 
of old stains to covers, contemporary inscription 
‘Iulij Card[inalis] (?)’ to t-p.

Second edition of the first Italian translation of this major 
work of American colonisation.

L3098

https://sokol.co.uk/casas-bartolome-de-las-2/
https://sokol.co.uk/casas-bartolome-de-las-2/


SAMMELBAND OF AMERICANA IN C17 BINDING

14 CASAS, Bartolomé de las

Istoria o Breuissima Relatione dell’Indie Occidentali. [with] Il 
supplice schiavo indiano. [with] La libertà pretesa dal supplice 
schiavo indiano. [with] Conquista delle Indie Occidentali.

Venice, Marco Ginammi, 1643, 1636, 1640 and 1644.

£5,650

FIRST EDITION thus of second and fourth. 
Small 4to, 4 works in 1, separate t-ps, pp. (viii) 
150 (ii); 118 (ii); 155 (v); 184. Roman letter, 
with Italic, double column with parallel Spanish 
and Italian text. Woodcut printer’s device to 
t-ps, decorated initials and ornaments. Slight 
browning, most lower and a few outer edges of 
vols. II-III uncut, I: t-p a little dusty, C20 biblio-
graphic paper slip glued at gutter, light water stain 
to lower outer quarter of first two gatherings, IV: 
very slight water stain to lower outer blank corner 
of first few ll., small tear to lower outer blank 
corner of b5 and E5, verso of last a little dusty. 
Very good, generally clean copies in C17 vellum, 
extremities a bit rubbed (unobtrusive repair to 
lower cover from edge), upper hinge starting 
but firm. C17 engraved armorial bookplate of 
James Hamilton, 3rd Marquess and 1st Duke of 
Hamilton, to front pastedown.

A most interesting sammelband of Americana, with four 
works on the conquest of the New World, in the Italian 
translation with the original Spanish. Crucial are the 
prefaces and letters to the reader by Marco Gimanni—
printer of all four and translator of three—which shed 
light on the understanding of the Spanish conquests.

L3355

https://sokol.co.uk/casas-bartolome-de-las-3/
https://sokol.co.uk/casas-bartolome-de-las-3/


PERU AND THE WEST INDIES

15 CIEZA DE LEÓN, Pedro.

La prima parte dell’Istorie del Peru.

[with]
LOPEZ DI GOMARA, Francesco. Historia delle 
nuove Indie Occidentali.

[with]
LOPEZ DI GOMARA, Francesco. Historia di Don 
Fernando Cortes.

Venice, Camillo Franceschini, 1576.

£9,850

8vos. i) (xii)] 215 (i) Italic letter, woodcut 
printer’s device to title page, large historiated 
woodcut intials. Title page repaired in gutter, 
very small tear to blank lower edge narrow repair 
to mid-foredge and upper outer corner, repaired 
clean tear to last touching device without loss. ii) 
ff (viii) 306. Italic letter, woodcut printer’s device 
to t-p, woodcut initials. Slight age yellowing, very 
occasional foxing, contents leaf torn without loss 
in gutter. iii) ff. (viii), 343. Italic letter. Printer’s 
device on title, large historiated woodcut initials 
and headpieces. Very light age yellowing. Good 
copies in crushed crimson modern morocco, 
panel ruled in triple-blind with gilt corner 
fleurons and gilt-stamped border, 3 ornaments to 
central panels. Spines gilt in 5 compartments with 
classical motifs of harps, columns and figures, 
a.e.r. In marbled box.

i) Pedro Cieza de León (1518-1584) served in the 
Indies under Pizarro and lived for 17 years in Peru. His 
‘Istorie’ is based on this long stay and his travels from 
place to place in the “Great Kingdom”. Divided into 
122 chapters it begins with the discovery of the Indies 
and the foundation of Panama, then describes historical 
events and geographical characteristics of the various 
provinces which Cieza visited, and offers a fascinating 
account of the habits of the indigenous peoples.
ii) Important early essay by Spanish-American historian 
Lopez de Gomara on the history of the New West 
Indies, “covering the discovery, early exploration and 
first settlement of the New World by the Spaniards,” 
(Sabin on 1564 ed).
iii) Continuation of Gomara’s history of the West 
Indies, dealing primarily with the conquest of Mexico 
and focused on the personality of Hernán Cortés, leader 
of the Spanish expedition.

L794

https://sokol.co.uk/cieza-de-leon-pedro-2/
https://sokol.co.uk/cieza-de-leon-pedro-2/


THE TRANSLATOR’S FAMILY COPY?

16 CONESTAGGIO, Cerolamo Franchi di

The historie of the vniting of the kingdom of Portugall to the 
crowne of Castill.

London, Arn[old] Hatfield for Edward Blount, 1600.

£4,750

FIRST EDITION thus. pp. [xii], 324, [viii]: 
A-2E6, 2F4. Roman letter, some Italic. Woodcut 
printer’s device (McKerrow 293), floriated 
woodcut initials. Early manuscript autograph 
“Ex-libris Joannis Johnson, Coll Mag. Cant” on 
verso of last Engraved armorial bookplate of James 
Ibebetson on pastedown, Richard Radcliffe’s 
below, manuscript ex-dono from ‘Richard 
Duncan Radcliffe to Albert George Sandeman, 
1879’ above, Patrick W Sandeman’s on fly, 
early armorial stamp of John Blount on verso of 
title, repeated over that of Ibebetson. Light age 
yellowing, t-p backed, dusty on recto, predom-
inantly marginal light waterstaining in places, 
verso of last a little soiled. A very good copy, with 
good margins, in early vellum over boards, later 
label, covers bordered with double blind rule, a 
little soiled.

First edition of the English translation of this most 
interesting history generally attributed to Juan de Silva, 
conde de Portalegre; the work deals with the recent 
history of the kingdoms of Spain and Portugal prior to 
and during the union of their crowns.

L3270

https://sokol.co.uk/conestaggio-cerolamo-franchi-di/
https://sokol.co.uk/conestaggio-cerolamo-franchi-di/


RUSSIA AND THE MIDDLE EAST

17  [CONTARINI, Ambrogio, et al.]

Viaggi fatti da Vinetia, alla Tana, in Persia, in India, et in 
Costantinopoli.

Venice, [nelle case haer. Aldo I Manuzio], 1543.

£6,750

FIRST EDITION. 8vo. 7 parts in 1, ff. 180. Italic 
letter, little Roman. Aldus device to t-p and recto 
of last. Light marginal oil stain to few ll., occasional 
very minor marginal spotting or thumbing, tiny 
worm trail at gutter of last two ll., last loosening 
but sound. A very good copy in C19 vellum over 
boards, yapp edges, marbled eps, triple gilt ruled, 
raised bands, spine in five double gilt ruled com-
partments with gilt large fleurons and lettering, 
a.e.r., minor loss to upper edge. C19 bookplate of 
Conte Arese Lucini to front pastedown.

Very good copy of the first Aldine and first collected 
edition of seven C15 and C16 Venetian travel narratives 
to the East, with a preface by Antonio Manuzio.

L3064

https://sokol.co.uk/contarini-ambrogio-et-al/
https://sokol.co.uk/contarini-ambrogio-et-al/


BEST AND BIGGEST TERRESTRIAL GLOBE GORES

18 CORONELLI, Vincenzo.

Gores for the terrestrial globe.

Venice, Vincenzo Coronelli, [1692-1707].

£45,000

Printed 3 ½ foot terrestrial globe, comprising 
24 half-gores (12 for each hemisphere, c.45 x 
9cm each, excluding border), and 2 round polar 
calottes (diameter: c.38cm, excluding border). 
Each half-gore divided into two quarters of 
varying length, glued on verso. A handful slightly 
toned, two expertly remargined, few, small, 
scattered worm holes, a handful repaired to blank 
verso, very occasional light staining, three with 
text from Coronelli’s Isolario on verso. Very rare, 
fresh, clean and in strong impression. Loose, in 
modern folder.

Rare, beautifully-preserved, complete terrestrial globe by 
Vincenzo Coronelli—‘the greatest globe-maker of all 
times’ (Wallis, ‘Libro dei globi’, xviii). Large, complete, 
mounted globes of this date are seldom offered for sale; 
unassembled sets of gores are even scarcer.

L3258

https://sokol.co.uk/coronelli-vincenzo/
https://sokol.co.uk/coronelli-vincenzo/


RARE, BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED RUSSICUM

19 GOETEERIS, Anthonis.

Iournael Vande Legatie ghedaen in de Iaren 1615. Ende 1616.

’sGraven-Hage [The Hague], Henricus Hondius, 1640.

£7,500

Oblong 8vo. pp. (vi) 157 (i). Roman letter. 
Additional t-p with engraved vignette ‘1639’, 24 
full-page engraved plates (4 folding) with views of 
Muscovy and Swedish territories (inc. Estonia), 
decorated initials. Additional t-p and verso of last 
leaf dusty, first and last couple of gatherings a little 
soiled with few minor repairs to blank margins 
(one affecting early inscription on t-p), expert 
repair to blank margins or versos of four plates, 
thumb marks or mainly marginal ink splashes in 
a few places, outer edges dusty in places. A good 
copy in contemporary vellum, newer eps, small 
loss to upper edges. In modern slipbox.

A good copy of the scarce second edition of this beautifully 
illustrated travelogue-report of the Dutch embassy to 
Muscovy in 1615-16.

L3392/b
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THE FIRST OCCURRENCE OF CHINESE CHARACTERS IN 
A EUROPEAN BOOK

20 GONZALES DE MENDOZA, Juan.

Historia de las cosas mas notables, ritos y costumbres del gran 
Reyno de la China. Con un itinerario del Nuevo Mundo.

Medina del Campo, Santiago del Canto, los herederos de 
Benito Boyer, 1595.

£3,950

8vo. ff. (xii), 348, (x). Roman letter. Title in 
red and black, woodcut device on verso, white 
on black woodcut initials, woodcut Chinese 
characters. Light age yellowing, repair to lower 
blank corner of title, text parts restored to last 
4 lines of dedication, in perfect pen facsimile, 
upper corner of ff. 198 and lower corner of ff. 211 
similarly restored, worm trail in upper outer blank 
margin expertly restored in places, just touching 
a few letters, a few outer blank corners repaired. 
A good copy, bound by Emilio Brugalla in 1941 
in blue crushed morocco for Isidoro Fernández 
(1878–1963), covers with his gilt supralibros, 
spine with five raised bands, gilt-lettered title 
and palce, inner dentelles and board edges gilt, all 
edges gilt.

Rare edition, the eighth published in ten years of the first 
major work on China and the first European book in 
which Chinese characters occur. All early editions in the 
original Spanish are now rare.

L1581
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FINE ORIGINAL BINDING

21 GRYNAEUS, Simon [with] HUTTICH, Johann.

Die New Welt der landschaften vnd insulen.

Strasburg, Georg Ulricher, 1534.

£11,500

FIRST EDITION thus. Folio. ff. (vi), 242 [i.e., 
252] (some mispaginated). Gothic letter, double 
column. Ulricher’s attractive printer’s device on 
t-p and final leaf. Fine woodcuts of the Count of 
Hanau-Lichtenberg’s arms and a schema of the 
celestial orientation of the north pole, woodcut 
initials throughout. Generally light age browning 
and foxing, C16 annotation to one upper margin, 
small marginal hole and tear, the odd marginal 
thumb mark. A good, crisp, wide-margined copy 
in original C16 German blindstamped pigskin in 
‘monastic binding’ over bevelled wooden boards 
(clasps lacking), triple fillet border, blind-tooled 
title, fleurons, small male and female figures and 
female heads in roundels, joints cracked, C16 
‘U.V.’ inked monogram on rear pastedown.

Good, finely printed first edition of ‘Die New Welt’, 
an augmented German translation by Michael Herr 
of Grynaeus and Huttich’s successful ‘Novus orbis’, 
published in Basel in 1532.

L2745
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22 HAKLUYT, Richard

A CHRONICLE OF BRITISH LAND DISCOVERIES AND VOYAGES 
UP TO THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY

The principall navigations, voiages and discoveries of the 
English nation, made by Sea or over Land.

London, George Bishop and Ralph Newberie, 1589.

£85,000

FIRST EDITION. Folio, pp (xvi) plus folding 
map, 1-501 (1), 506-643 (xii), Drake’s voyage 
644-825 (x). Black letter, some Roman and Italic. 
Large engraved folding world map after Abraham 
Ortelius in very good impression, mounted 
on guard, small repairs to inner border, upper 
outer corner slightly shaved rounding clouds, 
very minor repair to verso of one fold. Large, 
attractive woodcut initials and headpieces. Upper 
blank margin of title page restored, that and next 
neatly repaired at gutter, also blank margins of last 
two leaves of table. A good, clean, crisp copy in 
handsome calf antique, gilt ornaments to spine 
and corners, all edges gilt.

First edition, of ‘the most complete collection of voyages 
and discoveries, by land as well as by sea, and of the 
nautical achievements of the Elizabethans’ (PMM 105 
of the second edition) with the very frequently missing 
world map and the rare account of Sir Francis Drake’s 
Circumnavigation (1577-80), as well as Sir Jerome 
Bowes’ voyage to Muscovy in the cancel setting (corrected 
state).

L1112
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23 HALL, Joseph.

A SATIRICAL DESCRIPTION OF FOREIGN LANDS

Mundus Alter et Idem, sive Terra Australis ante hac semper 
incognita longis itineribus peregrini academici nuperrime lustrata.

Hanover, Sumptibus hæredum Ascanij de Renialme: per 
Gulielmum Antonium, 1607.

£4,750

8vo pp. (16) 224, (5). §8, A-O8. Five large engraved 
folding maps. Roman letter, some Italic. Engraved 
title with a fine border with figure of Mercury 
above and a cartographer and a voyager at sides 
below, floriated woodcut initials and headpieces 
grotesque woodcut tail pieces, armorial bookplate 
‘Nordkirchen’ on pastedown. Light age yellowing, 
the odd marginal stain or spot. A very fine copy, 
crisp and clean in excellent contemporary vellum 
over boards, yapp edges, covers bordered with a 
double rule, fleurons to corners, large strap-work 
oval stamped at centres, all formerly gilt, remains 
of green silk ties.

A particularly fine copy of the second edition of Joseph 
Hall’s ferocious satire; one of the first works to appropriate 
the style of a genuine travel account for fictional purposes, 
beautifully illustrated with a series of fictional maps that 
incorporate real maps.

L1990
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A Paradox. Prooving, that the inhabitants of the isle called 
Madagascar, or St. Laurence, …are the happiest people in the 
world.

London, for Nathaniell Butter, 1640.

£9,500

24 HAMOND, Walter.

FIRST EDITON. 4to. Two parts in one. pp. 
[xxxviii]. A4(-A1) B4 D-F4. Roman letter. small 
woodcut ornament on second title, floriated 
woodcut initials, typographical headpieces 
and ornaments, woodcut tail-piece. Light age 
yellowing, cut close in upper margin, trimming 
the odd headline, other margins good, paper flaw 
in lower blank margin of Leaf B1. A good, un-
sophisticated copy, stab bound, in limp vellum, 
recased.

First edition of Hamond’s fascinating account of the island 
of Madagascar; sent by the East India Company to assess 
the feasibility of colonising the island, Hamond produced 
these two reports. The first comprises a description of the 
island, its climate and indigenous people while the second 
relays the benefits it would have to offer as an outpost for 
servicing the company’s ships en route for the Persian 
Gulf and the Far East.

L2519
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25 HERBERSTEIN, Sigismund Von.

Comentari della Moscovia et parimenti della Russia.

Venice, Nicolò Bascarini per Giovan Battista 
Pedrezzano, 1550.

£12,500

FIRST EDITION thus. 4to, (8), 90, (1), initial 
and final blanks; 3 pp. misnumbered. Italic 
letter, a little Roman, Herberstein’s woodcut 
coat of arms on title page, small decorated and 
historiated initials, large folding map of Russia, 
6 fine full-page woodcut illustrations represent-
ing the Russian army with weapons and horses, a 
charming scene of sleighing and skiing on ice and 
a portrait of the Grand Duke of Muscovy. Last 
few leaves slightly spotted, map with a few spots 
and minor repairs. A fine, very clean copy in olive 
morocco by Francis Bedford (1799-1883), covers 
bordered with a double blind and single gilt 
rule with fleurons, spine gilt ruled raised bands, 
fleurons gilt in each, a. e. g. Armorial bookplate of 
Archibald Primrose, 5th Earl of Rosebery (1847-
1929), Prime Minister of England from 1894 to 
1895.

A handsome copy of this first Italian edition, and the 
earliest issue obtainable, including a new map of Muscovy 
by Giacomo Gastaldi, of Baron Sigismund von Her-
berstein’s “Rerum Moscovitorum Commentarii” 
(1549), the first Western account of Russia, which 
formed European impressions of the Muscovite Empire 
for several centuries. Herbesteins’s work is remarkable as 
being a rare first-hand account of early C16 Muscovy 
and as containing considerable information not available 
elsewhere.

L2360
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26 [JESUIT LETTERS] CARVALHO, Valentin.

Lettre de la chine de l’an 1601

Paris, Claude Chappelet, 1605.

£3,950

FIRST EDITION thus. 12mo., ff. 53. a-d12, 
e5 [lacking blank e6]. Roman letter some Italic. 
Small woodcut printers unicorn device on title, 
small grotesque woodcut initials and headpieces, 
c1700 autograph of Louis Demet on title, modern 
engraved bookplate on pastedown in Chinese. 
Light age yellowing, the occasional mark or spot. 
A very good copy in modern marbled boards, title 
gilt lettered direct on spine.

Very rare first French translation of this important account 
of China by the rector of the Jesuit college at Macao, 
Valentin Carvalho, dealing with the Jesuit activities 
in the interior and giving a detailed account of Chinese 
society, first published at Rome in 1603.

L2499
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27  JESUIT RELATIONS.

Nuovi avisi dell’Indie di Portogallo … terza parte.

Venice, Michele Tramezzino, 1562.

£3,750

8vo, pp. [8], 316. Italic letter; large printer’s device 
on title, floriated initials; small traces of glue at 
foot of first three leaves, tiny marginal stain to 
outer upper corner of f. 27. A fine, wide-mar-
gined copy in late sixteenth-century limp vellum; 
yapp edges, early title inked on spine and later gilt 
on morocco label, pasted stubs from a dictionary 
or glossary.

First Italian edition of an epistolary account of the Jesuit 
missions from all over the early modern world, translated 
from Spanish. It concerns in particular the vast maritime 
domain of the Portuguese Empire, consisting of numerous 
strategical harbours on the coasts of Africa, South Asia 
and South America.

L2144
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28 [JESUITS].

JESUITS AND THE ORIENT

Epistolae Indicae et Japanicae.

Louvain, apud Rutgerus Velpius, 1570.

£2,950

FIRST EDITION thus. 8vo. pp. (xxiv) 316 (xx). 
Roman letter, little Italic. Typographical border 
to t-p, woodcut printer’s device to verso of last 
leaf, decorated initials. Water stain to lower outer 
corner of first few ll. and slightly to outer margin 
and gutter of last four, old crayon mark to margin 
of t-p and first leaf, slight toning. A good copy in 
modern vellum, library stamp of Jesuit College of 
Tournai to recto and Jesuit College of Louvain 
to verso of t-p, occasional slightly later Latin 
annotation.

Good copy of this scarce first collected edition of Jesuits 
travel in India, Persia and the Moluccas, with mentions 
of Japan.

L3039b
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29 [JESUITS].

JESUITS IN JAPAN

Epistolae japanicae.

Louvain, apud Rutgerus Velpius, 1570.

£2,950

8vo. pp. 401 (xxv). Roman letter, with Italic. Ty-
pographical border to t-p, woodcut vignette to 
verso of last leaf, decorated initials. Occasional 
slight browning, a little mostly marginal water-
staining, principally to first and last few ll., minor 
soiling at gutter of first two gatherings and to 
couple of other ll., clean tear (repaired) with no 
loss to one leaf of Index touching text. A good 
copy in modern vellum, new eps.

Good copy of the second edition of one of the earliest 
accounts of early modern Japan, with mentions of China 
and the Moluccas.

L3039a
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JEONG CHEOK MAP OF KOREA’S CAPITAL PROVINCE

30 KOREAN MAP, Capital Province.

Map of the capital province, Joseon Korea.

Korea, first half of 18th century.

£2,750

Hand-drawn map, first half of the 18th century, 
depicting the capital (gyeonggi) province of Joseon 
Korea. It is fourth of the eight provinces of Joseon 
Korea (Joseon paldo, which were reorganised 
into the 13 modern provinces in 1896.) It states 
the administrative classification of each district 
or outpost, as well as how many days of overland 
travel are required to reach it from the capital. 
It was intended to aid scholar-officials holding 
government civil service positions in planning 
their journeys. This map was produced by an 
unknown Joseon Korean cartographer in the 
celebrated and highly distinctive “Jeong Cheok” 
style, and it is a superb example of this quintes-
sential pre-19th century cartographical tradition.

L1755

JEONG CHEOK MAP OF KOREAN PROVINCE

31 KOREAN MAP, Jeolla Province.

Map of Jeolla province, Joseon Korea.

Korea, first half of 18th century.

£2,250

Hand-drawn map, first half of the 18th century, 
depicting Jeolla, sixth of the eight provinces 
of Joseon Korea (Joseon paldo, which were 
reorganised into the 13 modern provinces in 
1896.) It states the administrative classification of 
each district or outpost, as well as how many days 
of overland travel are required to reach it from 
the capital. It was intended to aid scholar-officials 
holding government civil service positions in 
planning their journeys. This map was produced 
by an unknown Joseon Korean cartographer 
in the celebrated and highly distinctive “Jeong 
Cheok” style, and is a superb example of this 
quintessential pre-19th century cartographical 
tradition.
L1754
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32 LAET, Johannes de [with] [ABELIN, 
Johann Philippx, COOTWIJK, Johannes van, 
DRECHSLER, Wolfgang, FARGHANI, 
SIONITA, Gabriel, HESRONITA, Johannes]

AN INTRODUCTION TO PERSIA AND ARABIA FOR EUROPEAN 
MERCHANTS

Persia seu Regni Persici status. Variaque itinera 
in atque per Persiam: cum aliquot iconibus 
incolarum
[with]

£1,750

Arabia, seu Arabum vicinarumq[ue] gentium 
orientalium leges, ritus, sacri et profani mores, 
instituta et historia: accedunt praeterea varia per 
Arabiam itinera.

Amsterdam, ex officina Elzeviriana, 1633.

16mo. Two volumes in one. 1) FIRST EDITION. 
pp. 374, (x) last blank. Roman letter. Engraved 
title, signed CC Dufend, with a full length portrait 
of a Persian holding a cartouche with title, eight 
full page woodcuts, floriated woodcut initials and 
headpieces.  2) FIRST EDITION. pp. 297 (i.e. 
287) (i). Roman Letter.  Engraved title with a full 
length portrait of an Arab holding a cartouche 
with title, floriated woodcut initials. Light age 
yellowing with some minor light spotting in 
places. Very good copies in contemporary vellum 
over boards.

First editions of these two interesting works on Persia 
and Arabia, designed for investors interested in the 
opportunities afforded by the trade opening up in the New 
World and the East, especially clients of the relatively 
new Dutch West and East India companies.

L1322
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A geographical historie of Africa, written in 
Arabicke and Italian by Iohn Leo a More, … 
Translated and collected by Iohn Pory,.

London, [Printed by Eliot’s Court Press] 
impensis Georg. Bishop, 1600

£25,000

33 LEO AFRICANUS [AL-HASSAM BID 
MAHAMMAD AL-WAZZAN AL ZAYGATI]

FIRST EDITION thus. Folio, pp. [viii], 60; 420. 
[pi]4, a-e6, A-O6, Q-2N6. Double page engraved 
map. Roman letter some Italic. Woodcut printer’s 
device on title, historiated and floriated woodcut 
initials, typographical ornaments, “Liber Thomas 
Smith. pre. 5S-6D– Anno Salutis 1623” at head 
of second leaf. Title page and verso of last a 
little dusty, minor marginal soiling at edges of 
first few leaves, quires A and M a little shorter, 
rare marginal stain or spot. A very good copy, 
the map in good dark impression, in handsome 
contemporary calf, covers bordered with a triple 
blind rule, spine with blind hatched raised bands, 
blind ruled in compartments, well rebacked and 
laid down, holes for ties, a.e.r.

The important first edition in English, translated by 
John Pory, of this seminal classic of African topography 
and ethnography.

K178
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The Totall Discourses of the rare Adventures, 
and painefull peregrinations of long nineteen 
yeares Travailes from Scotland to the most famous 
Kingdomes in Europe, Asia and Affrica.

London, by I. Okes, 1640.

£5,750

34 LITHGOW, William.

4to., (in 8’s) pp.(xvi) 444, 447-514. (viii). [The 
catchword on p. 444 doesn’t match the first 
word of p. 447, but text is continuous.] [A-2K8, 
2L4.] Roman letter, some Italic. Large woodcut 
frontispiece depicting the author in Turkish 
robes, repeated in text, six further 3/4-page 
woodcut illustrations including a particularly fine 
view of the city of Fez, typographical headpieces 
and ornaments, woodcut initials, C18th engraved 
armorial book of John Oglander (warden of New 
College Oxford 1776), C19 bookplate of Jacobi 
Lyle on verso of fly, bookseller’s description (1931) 
pasted to recto. Light age yellowing, original 
paper flaw in outer margin of Gg6 just touching 
the woodcut, head of title and frontispiece and 
their conjugate leaves A7-8, slightly soiled in 
upper margin. A very good copy in C18th English 
calf, covers triple gilt ruled to a panel design, large 
fleurons gilt to outer corners, spine with raised 
bands, C19th reback, richly gilt in compartments, 
tan morocco label gilt edges blind ruled, a.e.r.

First printed in 1614, this is only the second edition of 
the complete text which was first published in 1632; the 
earlier editions are of a much smaller work. Lithgow’s 
(1582-1645) principal oeuvre – the extraordinary story 
of his 19 years’ adventurous wanderings throughout the 
whole of Europe, and much of North Africa and the 
near East; Rome, Venice, Dalmatia (including notes 
on Scanderbeg), Corfu, Greece, Crete, Constantinople, 
Rhodes, Cyprus, the Euphrates, Tripoli, Damascus, 
Smyrna, The Holy Land, Jordan, Egypt, Libya, 
Malta, Sicily, Calabria, Tunis, Algiers, Austria, 
Hungary, Transylvania, Poland, Ireland, Spain, 
Portugal, Scotland and the northern isles – all are 
extensively described together with the author’s exploits 
and sufferings.

L2521
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35 LLWYD, Humphrey. KROMER, Marcin.

IMPROBABLE COMBINATION

Commentarioli Britannicae descriptionis fragmentum.

Cologne, Agrippinae: apud Ioannem Birckmannum, 
1572.

Polonia siue De situ, populis, moribus, magistratibus, & 
republica regn/i Polonici libri duo.

Cologne,  apud Maternum Cholinum, 1578.

£2,500

FIRST EDITIONS. Two works in one. 8vo. 1) ff. 
[viii], 79 [i.e. 78].[A-L8] last two leaves blank. 2) 
pp. [viii], 234 [i.e. 232]. 3 *4, A-O8, P4.  Roman 
letter, some Italic. Small woodcut printer’s device 
on first t-p, floriated initial in the second. Light 
age yellowing some minor light browning and 
spotting in first volume, light water-stain at the 
end of second volume, second vol cut a little 
close in outer margin on a couple of leaves just 
touching a few sidenotes. Good copies in mid 
C17th speckled  English calf, covers bordered 
with a double blind ruled, blind hatched tool to 
corners, spine with raised bands, red morocco 
label gilt lettered.

Rare first edition of Llwyd’s geographical and historical 
description of Ancient Britain prefixed by his farewell 
letter to the cartographer Abraham Ortelius dated from 
Denbigh 30 August 1568, ending with a short Welsh 
vocabulary.

L2914
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Chronicorum Turcicorum tomus primus [-tertius].

Frankfurt, Sigmund Feyerabend for Johann 
Feyerabend, 1578.

£9,750

36 LONICER, Philipp.

FIRST EDITION. Folio, three vols. in one. 1) ff. 
[iv], 130, [iv].  )(4, A-Z4, a-h4, i6, k4. (k4 blank). 
2) pp. [viii], 255, [i]. a4, A-D6, E-Z4, a-g4. 3) ff. 
[iv], 271, [v]. (*)4, A-Z4, a-2z4. Separate title and 
colophon to each. Italic letter in various sizes, some 
Roman. Each title with fine woodcut of Turks, 
historiated woodcut initials, woodcut tail-pieces, 
206 woodcuts by Jost Amman illustrating text, 
depicting notable leaders, battles and other great 
events, large woodcut printer’s devices to last of 
parts 1 and 3, small stamped monogram of Otto 
Schäfer collection on rear pastedown. Light age 
yellowing, very occasional marginal foxing. A fine 
copy, unusually crisp and clean, with the cuts in 
fine bold impression, in handsome well preserved 
contemp. German blindstamped pigskin over 
boards, covers double blind ruled to a panel 
design, outer panel filled with acanthus leaf blind 
roll, second and third with a fine rolls of religious 
figures, acanthus leavs to centre, spine with blind 
ruled raised bands.

First edition of a collection of texts about the Turks – 
their culture, customs, and history. Phillip Lonicer, 
brother of the German naturalist Adam Lonicer, 
contributed the general account of the Turks in volume 
1 which also contains works by Menavino, Aventinus 
and Georgievitz. The woodcuts, which include portraits 
of sultans, battle scenes, embassies and executions, are 
attributed to Jost Amman. A second edition appeared in 
1584. Lonicer’s monumental history of the Turks was 
the outstanding work on the subject of its day.

L2976
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Histoires des Indes, … : Où il est traicté de leur descouuerte, 
navigation, & conqueste

Lyon, par Iean Pillehote, 1604.

£1,850

37  MAFFEI, Giovanni Pietro.

8vo. pp. [iv], 953, [xlvii] A10, B-Z8, AA-ZZ8, 
AAA-QQQ8, RRR4. Roman letter, some 
Italic. Title with woodcut device of the Society 
of Jesus, woodcut initials, grotesque head and 
tail-pieces, contemporary mss autograph and ex 
dono at head of title, partially erased, engraved 
armorial bookplate of William Stirling Maxwell 
(Sir William Stirling-Maxwell, 9th Baronet, 
1818-1878, Scottish politician and historian) on 
pastedown. Light age yellowing, pale waterstain 
on first few leaves, rare minor marginal mark 
or spot. A very good, clean copy, in late 17th 
calf, covers bordered with a double gilt rule, 
spine with gilt ruled raised bands, richly gilt in 
compartments, William Stirling Maxwell’s device 
blind stamped on upper cover, his monogram on 
lower. Joints head and tail restored, spine a little 
worn, extremities rubbed. a.e.r.

Rare second edition (an exact copy of the first published 
Lyon 1603) of the first French translation of this 
important account by the humanist Giovanni Pietro 
Maffei (c. 1533-1603) of Portuguese discoveries and 
missionary work in China, Japan, India, the East 
Indies, Persia, Brazil and other parts of America.

L3091b
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38 MAGINI, Giovanni Antonio.

HANDSOME COPY OF THE PREMIER EARLY ITALIAN ATLAS

Italia.

Bologna, impensis Auctoris, 1620 (1632).

£22,000

Folio, pp. (x) 24, 61 engraved maps (59 double 
page, 2 single). Italic letter, text within printed 
double-rule borders, engraved architectural title 
page by Oliviero Gatti, depicting allegorical 
figures of the sciences with instruments and globe 
within typographical border, early case number at 
head, full page medallion portrait of the author 
dated 1632. Light water stain to earlier maps 
around centrefold, else a fine, large and thick 
paper copy, the maps in admirable, very clear 
impressions. In contemporary French calf, triple 
panels with ornamental cornerpieces to corners, 
all gilt, spine in eight compartments gilt (small 
repair at tail), edges speckled red, early paper 
labels ‘F’ and ‘Italie’ on upper cover.

A handsome, very well margined copy of the second 
edition of the premier early Italian atlas, which dominated 
Italian cartography for at least the next half century.

L1211

https://sokol.co.uk/magini-giovanni-antonio/
https://sokol.co.uk/magini-giovanni-antonio/


39 MASTRILLI DURAN, Nicola and RANÇONIER, Jean.

LETTERS FROM PARAGUAY BY ONE OF THE PREACHERS 
CLOSEST TO THE LOCAL PEOPLE

Litterae annuae provinciae Paraquariae Societatis Jesu

Antwerp, Jean van Meurs, 1636.

£4,850

FIRST EDITION. 8vo., pp. 168. Roman letter; 
few decorated initials; one blank corner of repair 
to title page, some age browning, occasional 
lateral underlining in red pencil. A good copy in 
contemporary vellum, early title inscription on 
spine and shelfmark on front cover, all edges red; 
lightly worn joints; front pastedown and endpaper 
from eighteenth-century Spanish manuscript 
letter; on title, two nineteen- and twenty-century 
library stamps and contemporary inscription ‘Del 
P.re Diacceti Mon…bro’, probably member of 
the Florentine noble family; early account note 
on rear end paper verso.

First edition of this remarkable report from the Jesuit 
missions in Paraguay.

L1966

MING CHINA’S LAND, ISLANDS, AND RIVERS

40 MING CHINESE MAP.

Overview of the Realm (Tianxia tu lüe).

China, between 1625-1650.

£12,500

Fascinating hand-drawn map depicting Ming 
dynasty (1368 – 1644) China and surrounding 
lands produced by an unknown Chinese 
cartographer between 1625 and 1650. The map 
aids long distance journeys by water. It makes 
prominent the inland waterway networks and 
oceans of Ming China and beyond. It also depicts 
those locations – cities, countries, and islands – 
that can be accessed by navigating expanses of 
water, including distant locations. Other unusual 
features include the notation of corresponding 
constellations for each province and the names of 
local tribes. It is highly likely that the map was 
unique to its original owner.

L1756

https://sokol.co.uk/mastrilli-duran-and-ranconier/
https://sokol.co.uk/mastrilli-duran-and-ranconier/
https://sokol.co.uk/ming-chinese-map/
https://sokol.co.uk/ming-chinese-map/


ILLUSTRATED SAMMELBAND ON MUSCOVY AND THE OTTOMANS

41 [MÜLLER, HEINRICH, ed. [with]
HERBERSTEIN, Sigmund von.

Türckische Historien. [with] Moscoviter wunderbare Historien.

1) Frankfurt, Paul Reffler, in v. Kilian Rebarts, 1570;
2) Basel, haer. Nikolaus Brylinger & Marx Russinger,
1567.

£13,750

Folio. Two works in one, separate t-p to each. 
Large Gothic letter, in red and black. Decorated 
initials. I) Three parts in one, ff. (xxviii) 85 (iii); 
ff. 105 (v); ff. 56. 18 large woodcuts of Ottoman 
sultans. II) pp. (xxiv) 246 (vi). Printer’s device 
to t-p; woodcut of Tsar with arms of Moscow to 
verso; five full-page woodcuts of bison, weapons, 
skis, sledges, and Russian cavalry; three engraved 
double-page maps of Muscovy with arms of 
the Herberstein family, two on stubs. Light age 
browning, a bit heavier to a few ll., intermittent 
light water stain towards outer margins, small 
ink splash to first t-p, marginal worm trail to 
one gathering, lower outer corners a bit marked, 
traces of dividers to a few outer margins. Good, 
well-margined, clean copy in contemporary 
German pigskin over bevelled wooden boards, 
two clasps, fore-edges blue. Blind-tooled to 
a triple-rule panel design, outer border with 
interlacing foliage, second with allegorical female 
figures of Caritas, Spes, Fortitudo, Fides, and 
binder’s monogram ‘MG’, third with male heads 
in roundels and arms of Augsburg and Saxony, 
and another unidentified, ‘MG’ repeated, central 
panel with two rolls of images of Sts John and 
Peter, and Christ, surrounded by male heads 
in roundels, arms of Augsburg and another 
unidentified. Lower cover slightly rubbed.

The handsome binding, the detail of which 
remains very crisp, was made by Matthias Gärtner 
(e.g., EBDB r003532 and EBDB r003484), active 
in Augsburg between 1563 and 1590.

A finely illustrated sammelband of uncommon German 
ethnographic surveys of Muscovy and the Ottoman 
territories. I) Translated and edited by Heinrich Müller, 
‘Türckische Historien’ is an adaptation of influential 
contemporary works on the Ottomans.

L2769

https://sokol.co.uk/muller-heinrich-ed-with-herberstein-sigmund-von/
https://sokol.co.uk/muller-heinrich-ed-with-herberstein-sigmund-von/


A ROYAL VALET’S TRAVELS ACROSS THE OTTOMAN EMPIRE 
AND MIDDLE EAST

42 NICOLAY, Nicolas de

Les navigations, peregrinations et voyages, faicts en la Turquie, 
par Nicolas de Nicolay.

Antwerp, Guillaume Silvius, 1577.

£4,950

4to. pp. (xxiv) 305 (i.e. 388) (xxxii). Roman letter, 
occasional Italic, prefatory epistle in Civilité. 
Small woodcut printer’s device on title, title 
within typographical border, historiated woodcut 
initials and typographical ornaments, 60 full page 
woodcut plates within typographical borders. 
Slight age-yellowing, some mostly marginal 
spotting on first and last few leaves, small single 
worm hole in blank upper margin of thirty leaves, 
the odd spot or thumb mark. A very good, clean 
copy in C19 English calf, gilt oval armorial device 
of the Society of writers to the Signet at centres 
of covers, spine with gilt ruled raised bands, 
re-backed with original spine laid down.

Excellent edition of this seminal and beautifully 
illustrated work by Nicolay, a detailed account of his 
travels to the Near East illustrated with sixty spirited 
full-length portraits of male and female figures of all ages 
and ranks in local costume.

L1011

https://sokol.co.uk/nicolay-nicolas-de/
https://sokol.co.uk/nicolay-nicolas-de/


Relation du Voyage de Moscovie, Tartarie, et de Perse, .. 
depuis l’an 1633, jusques en l’an 1639.

A Paris, chez Pierre Aubouin, 1656.

£2,250

43 OLEARIUS, Adam.

FIRST EDITION thus. 4to. pp. [xxxviii] 
543-[i]. (-)1, e4, ĩ4, õ4, ũ4, *2, A-3Y4. Roman 
letter, some Italic. Woodcut initials, head 
and tail-pieces, typographical headpieces and 
ornaments, contemporary manuscript ex dono 
on title “don. d. Carolus bonodin Can. arch. 
bibliothecca eclesia noniam 1663”, small C19th 
library stamp in blank margin below, early shelf 
mark on pastedown. Light age yellowing, very 
minor water-stain in blank upper margin in places, 
the rare marginal spot or mark. A very good copy, 
clean and well margined, in contemporary vellum 
over thin boards.

A very good copy of the first French translation of this 
important travel account to Moscow and Persia by Adam 
Olearius, German scholar, and secretary to an embassy 
sent by the small German state of Holstein to explore an 
overland trade route with Persia.

L2689

https://sokol.co.uk/nicolay-nicolas-de/
https://sokol.co.uk/nicolay-nicolas-de/


THE FIRST GERMAN ACCOUNT OF RUSSIA

44 PETREIUS, Petrus.

Historien und Bericht von dem Grossfürstenthumb Muschkow.

Leipzig, Typis Bauaricis, 1620.

£3,250

FIRST EDITION thus. 4to. pp. (xxii) 695 (i). 
Gothic letter. Charming engraved architectural 
t-p with standing figures of the emperor and 
patriarch of Russia, burning lamps, and Russian 
weapons, very slightly trimmed at front. Woodcut 
initials, headpieces, and typographical ornaments. 
General light age browning, minor water stain to 
upper outer corner of first gathering, tiny hole 
to text at end of dedication section not affecting 
reading, small rust hole mostly interlinear to one 
leaf, faded inscriptions in C17 hand to t-p and 
last page. Good, well-margined copy in C17 limp 
vellum, yapp edges, lacking ties, minor marginal 
water stain to final leaf, C17 inscriptions and 
numbers to pastedowns, early case mark to spine, 
fepp renewed.

Good first edition of a most influential C17 account of 
the duchy of Muscovy and the Russian provinces.

L2314

https://sokol.co.uk/petreius-petrus/
https://sokol.co.uk/petreius-petrus/


45 POLO, Marco.

Delle meraviglie del mondo per lui vedute … Di nuovo ristampato, 
& osservato l’ordine suo vero nel dire.

Venice & Treviso, Angelo Righettini, 1267 [1627?].

£29,500

8vo, pp. 128, Roman letter, a little Italic. Printer’s 
woodcut device on title-page, 1 decorated initial, 
a couple of typographical ornaments, full page 
woodcut illustration representing Marco Polo 
wearing Mongol clothes and apparently doing a 
deal. Light age yellowing, diminishing foxing or 
spotting to first or last ll. A good, clean copy in 
c1800 tree calf, spine gilt, all edges red. Bookplate 
of Juan Carlo Ahumada (1890-1976), professor of 
gynaecology at the University of Buenos Aires, to 
front pastedown and shelf label to front endpaper, 
number (binding cost?) inked to rear pastedown.

One of the earliest editions, including a charming 
illustration of Marco Polo at the court of the Khan, 
of the well-known account of his travel in Asia (and 
particularly China), which was considered legendary by 
his contemporaries.

K100

https://sokol.co.uk/polo-marco/
https://sokol.co.uk/polo-marco/


46 PORCACCHI, Thomaso.

L’Isole piu famose del Mondo.

Venice, Simon Galignani & Girolamo Porro, 1572.

£9,500

FIRST EDITION folio, pp. (xxiv) 117 (i). Roman 
letter, italic sidenotes, large naturalistic woodcut 
initials and headpieces. Very fine engraved 
architectural border to t-p incorporating figures, 
putti, armillary sphere and globes and scientific 
book and symbols, printer’s woodcut device on 
verso of last. Thirty highly detailed half-page maps 
by Girolamo Porro of islands and continents, with 
excellent contrast and impression. A very good, 
large copy on thick paper, a little soiling to a few 
margins, occasional water stain at blank corner, 
the odd spot and thumb mark.; unsophisticated 
and unwashed. In contemp. limp vellum, C19 
armorial bookplate of Robert Chambers on front 
pastedown, earlier ms pressmark above, later 
bookplates to feps.

Rare first edition of the most celebrated book of islands, 
by the Italian scholar Thomaso Porcacchi, beautifully 
illustrated with the delicate engraved maps and plans, one 
for each place, of Girolamo Porro, who also produced the 
maps for Ruscelli’s translation of Ptolemy’s Geographia 
in 1574.

L993

https://sokol.co.uk/porcacchi-thomaso/
https://sokol.co.uk/porcacchi-thomaso/


NO COPIES IN US

47  RADZIWIŁŁ, Mikołaj.

Peregrinacya abo Pielgrzymowanie do Ziemie Swiętey.

Cracow, W Drukarniey Antoniego Wosinskiego, 1628.

£6,500

4to. pp. (viii) 356. Gothic letter. T-p and text 
within typographical border, large oval portrait of 
Mikołaj Radziwiłł to verso of t-p. Paper softened, 
light browning, t-p fore-edge and lower outer 
blank corner of last four ll. restored, small repair 
to lower portion of t-p, touching couple of lines 
of text, first couple of ll. somewhat dusty, holes 
to lower blank margin of F 1 and G 4 , marginal 
paper flaw to Z 2 , light water stain to outer 
blank margin of first and last few ll, lower egde of 
NN 2-3 uneven. A good copy in contemporary 
vellum, recased over modern boards, slightly 
splayed, small repair at head of spine, corners 
worn, old ink stain to lower cover. Stamps of 
Archivium Treterianum and H. Treter (C19), 
and Bibl. Treteriana (C18?), and inscriptions ‘Ta 
ksiazka jest E. Laibodzki dana mi ad W Jozefa 
Sczepanskiego 25 Apr 1816’ and ‘Kupilem z Jazdz 
[city of Jażdże?] 860 Hilary Treter’, all to t-p, C19 
stamp of H. Treter to verso of last leaf.

The exceedingly rare Polish translation—with no copies 
recorded outside Poland—of the author’s journey to the 
Holy Land.

L3363

https://sokol.co.uk/radziwill-mikolaj/
https://sokol.co.uk/radziwill-mikolaj/


48 RALEIGH, Walter.

A Declaration of the Demeanor and Cariage of Sir Walter Raleigh, 
Knight, as Well in his Voyage as in, and sithence his Returne

London, Bonham Norton, 1618.

£4,950

FIRST EDITION, FIRST ISSUE. 4to.pp. (ii) 63 
(i): [superscript pi], A2, A-H4 (lacks initial signed 
blank). Roman letter, the Royal commission in 
Italic, woodcut printer’s device (Mckerrow 248) 
on title, woodcut Royal arms on verso, woodcut 
initial and headpiece. Title and verso of last 
dusty, blank lower outer corners a bit soiled, light 
yellowing occasional marginal mark. A very good, 
large margined copy in C19th speckled calf by 
Riviere and Son, covers bordered with a double 
blind rule, spine with raised bands, red morocco 
labels gilt, inner dentelles richly gilt.

The exceedingly rare first edition, first issue, of the 
official apologia for Raleigh’s execution, detailing, just 
months after the events described, his conduct during his 
last voyage to America in 1618.

L3271

https://sokol.co.uk/raleigh-walter/
https://sokol.co.uk/raleigh-walter/


ILLUSTRATED TRAVELS

49 RAMUSIO, Giovanni Battista.

Delle navigationi et viaggi…Volume primo. (with) Delle 
navigationi et viaggio…Volume secondo. (with) Delle navigationi 
et viaggi…Volume terzo.

Venice, Giunta, 1613, 1583, 1606.

£39,500

https://sokol.co.uk/ramusio-giovanni-battista/


Folio. 3 vols. ff. I) (iv) 394; II) 256, 90; III) (iv) 
430. Roman letter, with Italic. Woodcut printer’s 
device to t-ps and last of II) and III), over 40 
woodcut illustrations of inhabitants, flora and 
fauna of Asia, Africa and America, 12 woodcut or 
copperplate maps (10 fold-out including Brazil, 
Cuzco and Sumatra), decorated initials. Slight 
mainly marginal foxing or faint dampstaining, 
little light age browning, the odd thumb or ink 
mark. Very good copies, on thick paper and of 
fine impression, in early vellum over pasteboards, 
rebacked and recornered c1900, traces of ties, gilt 
lettered morocco label.

Remarkably crisp and clean copies of one of the most 
important collections of voyages and discoveries, beautifully 
illustrated. As here, most recorded sets are composed of 
different editions and those like this featuring the most 
complete editions of each of the individual volumes are 
rare. 1583 is the first complete (and augmented) edition 
of vol. 2, and 1606 and 1613 the only complete ones 
of vols. 1 and 3 (Brunet, IV, 1100-1101), adding for 
example the travels of Barents and Federici for the first 
time.

K128

https://sokol.co.uk/ramusio-giovanni-battista/


50 SANDYS, George.

A relation of a iourney begun an: Dom: 1610. Foure bookes. 
Containing a description of the Turkish Empire, of Ægypt, of 
the Holy Land, of the remote parts of Italy, and ilands adioyning

London, Printed [by Thomas Cotes] for Ro: Allot, 1627

£2,750

Folio pp. (iv) 309 (i), two fldg. engraved plates, 
without last blank. Mostly Roman letter, some 
Italic. Fine engraved architectural title by Delaram 
depicting Isis, the Sibyl and ‘Achmet’, Truth and 
Constance above, the Cumaean Sibyl below, 
double full page map of the eastern Mediterranean 
and Near East, smaller double-page engraved 
view of the sultan’s seraglio, 46 fine illustrations 
of places and costumes engraved in text, many 
after Natale Bonifacio, variant issue without the 
engraving, often missed, intended to fill a blank 
spot left on D4v. General light age-yellowing, 
double page view with two small tears, the 
occasional mark or spot. A very good copy in early 
C20th half calf over early marbled paper boards, 
spine with gilt ruled raised bands, gilt fleurons, 
red morocco label gilt, a.e.g.

Third edition of the story of Sandys’ great journey 
throughout 1610 through north Italy, Venice, Turkey, 
Egypt, the Greek Islands and Palestine; George Sandy’s 
Relation is one of the most interesting and important 
travel books of the English Renaissance.

L2382

https://sokol.co.uk/sandys-george-2/
https://sokol.co.uk/sandys-george-2/


PARTLY COLOURED

51 SANDYS, George.

A relation of a iourney … Containing a description of the Turk-
ish Empire, of Ægypt, of the Holy Land, of the remote parts of 
Italy, and ilands adioyning.

London, Printed [by Thomas Cotes] for Ro: Allot, 
1627.

Reserved

Folio pp. (iv) 309 (i). A2, B-2D6, two fldg. engraved 
plates, without last blank. Mostly Roman letter, 
some Italic. Fine engraved architectural title by 
Delaram depicting Isis, the Sibyl and ‘Achmet’, 
Truth and Constance above, the Cumaean Sibyl 
below, with early hand colouring, double full 
page map of the eastern Mediterranean and Near 
East, smaller double-page engraved view of the 
sultan’s seraglio with early hand colouring, 46 
fine illustrations of places and costumes engraved 
in text, a few with early hand colouring, many 
after Natale Bonifacio, variant issue without the 
engraving, often missed, intended to fill a blank 
spot left on D4v. General light age-yellowing, 
minor, very light marginal water-staining in 
places, t-p very slightly soiled, rare mark or spot. 
A very good copy, crisp and clean, in handsome 
contemporary calf, covers blind and double gilt 
ruled to a panel design, fleurons gilt to outer 
corners, central arabesque gilt, rebacked to 
match, spine with gilt ruled raised bands, corners 
restored.

Third edition of the story of Sandys’ great journey 
throughout 1610 through north Italy, Venice, Turkey, 
Egypt, the Greek Islands and Palestine; George Sandy’s 
Relation is one of the most interesting and important 
travel books of the English Renaissance.

L3080b

https://sokol.co.uk/sandys-george-3/
https://sokol.co.uk/sandys-george-3/


52 SEMEDO, Alvaro.

Histoire universelle du grand royaume de la Chine…

Paris, Chez Sebastien Cramoisy, et Gabriel Cramoisy, 1645.

£3,750

FIRST EDITION thus. pp. [xii], 367, [iii], last 
blank. ã4, *2, A-2Y4. Roman letter, some Italic. 
Title printed in red and black with engraved 
printer’s device, floriated woodcut initials and 
grotesque headpieces, typographical ornaments, 
C19th library stamp of ‘M Horson, avocat’ on 
blank margin of title. Age yellowing, some quires 
a bit browned, occasional minor spotting, light 
marginal water-stains in places. A good copy in 
contemporary vellum over thin pasteboards, a 
little soiled.

First edition of the French translation of Semedo’s seminal 
work on the China, dedicated to Cardinal Mazarin.

L1312

https://sokol.co.uk/semedo-alvaro/
https://sokol.co.uk/semedo-alvaro/


53 [SOTO, Hernando de], HAKLUYT, Richard.

Virginia richly valued, by the description of the maine land of 
Florida, her next neighbour.

London, Felix Kyngston for Matthew Lownes, at the 
signe of the Bishops head in Pauls Churchyard, 1609.

£115,000

FIRST EDITION thus. 4to., pp. [viii] 180. 
A-Z4, 2A2. Roman letter some Italic. Small 
woodcut ornament on title, white on black criblé 
initials, some historiated. Light age yellowing, t-p 
fractionally dusty, expert repairs to worm trail to 
blank margins of first half of book, sometimes just 
touching side-notes, blank outer margins of last 
two leaves repaired, just touching a few letters of 
side-notes, as with the blank outer upper corner 
of N2, headline of penultimate leaf fractionally 
trimmed, minor marginal spot or thumb mark. 
A good copy, in modern calf antique, spine with 
raised bands, green morocco label, a.e.g.

First English edition of one of the great narratives of 
American exploration and one of the earliest printed 
books relating to Texas.

K179

https://sokol.co.uk/soto-hernando-de-hakluyt-richard/
https://sokol.co.uk/soto-hernando-de-hakluyt-richard/


A GEOGRAPHY MANUAL OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE AND 
ANCIENT GREECE

54 STRABO.

De situ orbis.

Venice, Heirs of Aldus Manutius, 1516.

£55,000

FIRST EDITION thus. Folio, pp. 348 (i.e. 366); 
Greek letter; Aldine device on title and final 
verso, elegant section titles, vine-work initials 
and head-pieces in red at beginning of each book; 
minor repair to title, light damp stains, mainly 
on gutter and upper margin; paper flaws on 65 
just affecting a couple of letters. A very good, 
well-margined copy in nearly contemporary limp 
vellum, author’s name inked in Greek capitals 
along spine and fore-edge; slightly dust-soiled; 
Feltrinelli’s label on front pastedown and blind 
stamp on lower outer margin of front endpaper.

Editio princeps of one of the earliest and most influential 
geographical surveys of Antiquity. Scion of a prominent 
family of the Pontus region, Strabo (64/63 BC – c. 25 
AD) travelled extensively through Southern Europe, 
North Africa and Middle East, mostly during the 
peaceful reign of Augustus. The Geography is his only 
surviving work and the first comprehensive account of the 
subject as known to his contemporaries.

K49

https://sokol.co.uk/strabo/
https://sokol.co.uk/strabo/


55 THEVET, Andre.

Historia dell’India America detta altramente Francia antartica, 
di M. Andrea Tevet tradotta di francese in lingua iataliana, da 
M. Giuseppe Horologgi

Venice, Gabriel Giolito de’Ferrari, 1561.

£13,500

FIRST EDITION thus. 8vo. pp (xxxii) 363 (iii). 
(lacking last blank) Italic letter. Woodcut device 
on title, head of title with woodcut ornament, 
larger device on recto of last leaf, charming 
historiated woodcut initials, headpieces and 
ornaments, “FF. 300 de Giovanni Romani da 
Casalmaggiore an 1780” on fly “De Capuccin 
di Casalmaggiore” in slightly earlier hand, in 
lower blank margin of title. Age yellowing, some 
browning to a few leaves, minor marginal foxing 
in places, minor occasional marginal water-stains, 
the odd marginal ink stain and thumb mark. A 
good copy, in contemporary vellum over boards, 
manuscript title on spine, small slit to vellum on 
spine.

First edition of the Italian translation by Giuseppe 
Horologgi of Les Singularitez de la France Antarctique, 
first published at Paris in 1557, a most important first 
hand account of Thevet’s journey to Brazil.

L1366

https://sokol.co.uk/thevet-andre/
https://sokol.co.uk/thevet-andre/


RARE AND EXTRAORDINARILY ILLUSTRATED ACCOUNT OF 
CHRISTIAN PERSECUTIONS IN JAPAN

56 TRIGAULT, Nicolas.

De Christianis apud Japonios triumphis sive de gravissima 
ibidem contra Christi fidem persecutione exorta anno MDCXII 
usq. ad annum MDCXX libri quinque.

Munich, Rader and Raphael Sadeler, 1623.

£6,950

FIRST EDITION. 4to. pp. (xvi), 518, (ii). 
Roman letter. Finely engraved title page depicting 
St. Francis Xavier and St. Ignatius Loyola, angels 
above, engraved printer’s device on verso of 
last, seventeen full page engraving depicting the 
execution of Christians in Japan (one with revised 
engraving superimposed), floriated woodcut 
initials, “Assistentia Germania Societatis Jessu” 
in contemporary hand at head of title. Light age 
browning, slight foxing, the occasional marginal 
thumb mark, small tear to lower blank corner of 
D1. A good, clean copy, with excellent impression 
of the engravings, in contemporary vellum over 
thin paste boards, remains of ties, fly leaves loose.

First edition of this rare, extraordinarily illustrated, 
and important account of the persecution of Christians 
in Japan from 1612 to 1620, a period in which Japan 
closed itself off from the rest of the world and suppressed 
Christianity entirely, effectively expelling all Europeans 
and executing Christians of all denominations.

L1375
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57  TRIGAULT, Nicolas.

De Christiana expeditione.

Lyon, Horatius Cardon, 1616.

£6,500

4to. pp. (xvi) 628 (xii), fold-out plan and index. 
Roman letter with Italic. Charming engraved 
architectural t-p with standing figures of Francis 
Xavier and Matteo Ricci, cherubs, stemma of the 
Society of Jesus, and map of China; decorated head- 
and tailpieces with foliage, satyrs, fleurs-de-lis 
and arabesques; decorated initials; fold-out plan 
with key of Jesuit residence in Peking; marbled 
fore-edges in red and blue. A few gatherings 
lightly browned, intermittent faint water stain 
to outer lower corner, occasional ink marks, the 
odd slight marginal foxing, small marginal loss to 
one fol. A very good, crisp, well-margined copy 
in contemporary vellum, lightly rubbed. ‘1400’ 
and ‘RC Jenkins, Lyminge Feb 25 1887’ on front 
pastedown, ‘usc £15’ on rear pastedown.

A very good, crisp copy of the second edition of Nicolas 
Trigault’s influential Latin translation of Matteo Ricci 
SJ. Trigault (1577-1628) was a Flemish Jesuit who 
carried out ground-breaking missionary work in China 
in the early C17.

L2737
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A JESUIT ACCOUNT OF CHINA

58 TRIGAULT, Nicolas.

Due lettere annue della Cina del 1610 e del 1611.

Milan, per l’her. di Pacifico Pontio & Gio. Battista 
Piccaglia, 1615.

£5,850

FIRST EDITION (?). 8vo. pp. (viii) 221 (iii). 
Roman letter, occasional Italic. Jesuit device to 
t-p, decorated initials, typographical headpiece. 
Slight age browning, faint water stain to lower 
outer part, two little worm holes to first and last 
gathering, one touching a few letters. A good 
copy in modern vellum.

An uncommon edition of Nicolas Trigault’s two earliest, 
important letters from China, sent in 1610 and 1611 to 
Cardinal Claudio Acquaviva in Rome.

L2727

https://sokol.co.uk/trigault-nicolas-4/
https://sokol.co.uk/trigault-nicolas-4/


59 VECELLIO, Cesare.

Habiti antichi et moderni di tutto il mondo.

Venice, Giovanni Bernardo Sessa, 1598.

£6,850

8to, ff. [lvi],507. Italic and roman letter, woodcut 
engraved t-p, floriated and historiated initials, 
woodcut plates on numbered leaves’ verso, Italian 
ms. ex-libris on t-p “ Fran. Ant. J. Moccia” with 
a date “1709”, p.159 C17 ms. monogram. Very 
clean and good copy in C17 vellum recased.

Second and most complete edition with 507 woodcuts 
plates, among them 87 new one. This addition includes 
a section on American countries with 19 plates on Peru, 
Cusco, Mexico, Virginia and Florida. This edition 
comports a Latin translation along with the Italian 
original 1590 text.

This work is considered the apex of Cinquecento costume 
book achievement. This copiously illustrated costume 
compendium works from antiquity to modernity and the 
last discoveries.

L1435

https://sokol.co.uk/vecellio-cesare/
https://sokol.co.uk/vecellio-cesare/


60 ZAPPULLO, Michele

Historie di quattro principali citta del mondo, Gerusalemme, 
Roma, Napoli e Venetia…. Aggiuntoui vn compendio dell’is-
torie dell’Indie

Venice, appresso Giorgio Greco, 1603.

£2,350

4to. pp. (xvi), 449 (i.e.439) (i).Italic letter. 
Woodcut printer’s device on title, floriated 
woodcut initials woodcut and typographical 
headpieces, small woodcut astrological diagrams 
with several astrological tables, early monogram 
G.N.P. in blank margin of title price? 3.10 below. 
Light age yellowing, some very light browning in 
places, tiny tear in outer blank margin of title. A 
very good, clean copy in contemporary vellum 
over boards, all edges speckled red.

Excellent edition of Zappullo’s description of the four 
principal cities of the world appended with a long and 
important description of the New World.

L1430

https://sokol.co.uk/zappullo-michele/
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